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ABSTRACT 
A new and useful operation on permutation groups is defined and studied. A formula 
for the cycle index polynomial of the new group is obtained. Applications are given to 
the enumeration of symmetry t pes of Post functions. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that there are many classes of enumeration problems 
which reduce, via P61ya's famous theorem [10], to the determination of the 
cycle index of a certain group. One way to systematize this branch of 
combinatorial nalysis is to develop a theory of operations on permutation 
groups. I f  9~ and ~ are permutation groups with cycle indices Z~t and Ze ,  
respectively, and if o is some binary operation on permutation groups, 
then a fundamental problem is the determination of a formula for Z~to~ 
in terms of Z~ and Z~.  
A number of results in this direction have already been obtained (cf. [3, 
4, 5, 10]). The present paper is devoted to a particularly useful product 
of permutation groups. After solving the above problem in this case, we 
shall apply the results to the enumeration of equivalence classes of Post 
functions under a variety of groups. The results obtained concerning Post 
functions are mostly new; the only previous work on this subject is by 
Strazdifis [15, 16]. 
This paper is divided into four sections. In section one, basic definitions 
are presented and relations to well-known objects are given. In section 
two, a sequence of fundamental lemmas is developed. In section three, 
the main results are proved. Section four consists of the applications of 
our results to the enumeration of symmetry types of Post functions. 
* This study was supported in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, 
Office of Aerospace Research, United States Air Force, Grant AF-AFOSR-639-65 
and in part by Joint Services Electronics Program Grant AF-AFOSR-139-66, 
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1. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES 
The group that we shall now define and study has occurred in several 
places in the literature. It can be viewed as an abstraction of  the group 
originally studied by P61ya [11], and Slepian [14] in connection with 
counting the symmetry types of  boolean functions. 
Let X be a finite set with cardinality I X I = m. Suppose ~3 is a per- 
mutation group of order b acting on X. As usual, 6 ,  denotes the symmetric 
group acting on {1 ..... n). We write ~3" to denote the direct product of  
with itself n times. We define a new group 
6. |  = {(/3, 6) I fl ~ ~", 6 ~ 6.} 
which operates on n-tuples of  elements from X by the following rule: 
for each/3 = (/31 ..... fin) ~ ~3", 6 ~ 6 . ,  and each (xl ..... x.) ~ X", 
(/3, 6 ) (x ,  ..... x . )  = (/3,x~-,.~ .... , /3.Xo-,~.9. 
I f  we define 6(/3) = (/3o-,(. ..... /3~-x(.)), we havO 
(/32, 0"2)(~1, 61) = (/320"2(fll), (780"1). 
It is easy to verify that 6 .  @ ~3 is (abstractly) isomorphic to the complete 
monomial  representation of  ~ of degree n (see Ore [9] for definitions) 
under the mapping 
(/3, 6 )= ((/31 /3 . ) ,6 )~ ( X1 "'" X. ] 
.... , ~/31Xa-l(1) /3nXa-l(n)]" 
We recall certain properties of  monomial  representations. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Ore [9]). Let  6 = 6 ,  (~ ~ be a complete monomial 
group. 
(1) Any p ~ (fl, 6) in ff~ can be uniquely decomposed as the product o f  
disjoint cycles, 2 p = ~1 "'" yk , y~ = (fl~ , 6~) for  1 <~ i <~ k and the 6~ are 
the cycles o f  or. 
(2) I f ( t ,  6) in ff~ is a cycle o f  length k, then (fl, cr) k is a multiplication, s 
1 Mappings are composed from right to left. 
Let p be any element of a monomial group ~i. p is said to be a cycle if p is of the form 
( x~x "" x~. "l = (clxj~ ..... c._ixs. , e.xO. 
ClXJ 2 CnXJl] 
As with ordinary cycles of permutations, unit length cycles are suppressed. 
8 An element of the form ((fix ..... /3~), e) where e is the identity of 6~ is said to be a 
multiplication. 
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(3) I f  (if, tr) m (5 is a cycle of  length k, then 
r (if, a) k -~ (([3~ ..... ilk), e), 
where all the il~ belong to a common conjugacy class 4 of  ~3. 
(4) Each cycle (t3, or) is conjugate to a cycle of  the form 5 ((e,..., e, if'), a) 
where if' belongs to the determinant class of  (if, cr). 
r t (5) Every element p ~ )'1 "'" ~k, Yi a cycle, is conjugate to p' = ~1 "'" ~'k 
where the ~ act on disjoint sets of  elements and each ~ is the normal form s 
of  r , .  
PROOFS: See Ore [9, pp. 15-20]. 
Another useful characterization of  $~ | ~3 is the following, which is 
stated without proof: 
REMARK. ~ Q ~B is the smallest permutation group on X ~ which 
contains ~ (acting to permute components) and ~3 ~ (acting coordinate- 
wise). 
We note in passing that $~ Q ~3 has degree m ~ and order n !b ". 
2. FUNDAMENTAL LEMMAS 
It will be necessary to derive detailed information about the cycle 
structure induced by elements of  ~ ,  ~)~.  We begin with cycles and 
assume that p = ((e ..... e, ilk), cri) where ilk is a cycle of  length k and cq a 
cycle of  length i. In the first two lemmas, we view p not as a member of  
~,, @ ~3 which would permute m ~ points, but as a permutation involving 
those k i points which fall in the domain of both cri and ilk. Thus, these 
lemmas deal with the "local" cycle structure of  p. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let p = ((e ..... e, ilk), ~i) where flk is a cycle of  length k in 
~3 and ~t a cycle of  length i in ~n . p breaks up into cycles of  length d satis- 
ly ing the condition 7
(*) d[ ik but d't il for  any l < k. 
4 This conjugate class is called the determinant class of (fl, or). 
5 ((e,..., e, fl'), a) is said to be the normal form of the cycle (fl, a). Again e is the identity 
of the group. 
e We say that p' is the normal form of p. 
7 We write a I b for the relation a divides b, a ;( b for a does not divide b, and the 
greatest common divisor of a and b is written (a, b). 
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Moreover (*) is equivalent o the following condition: 
(**) Let i = ili2 where i2 is the largest div&or of  i having (i~, k) : 1. 
Then d : k i l j  where j ] i~ . 
PROOF: Since the order of  p is ik, it is clear that d l ik. Suppose d l i l  
for some 1 < k. Then ((e ..... e, fl~), (ri) i : ((ilk ,-.-, ilk), e) so 
((e ..... e, ilk), (r,) it : ((ilk .... , ilk), e) ~ : ((ilk ~ .... , flkt), e) : ((e ..... e), e) 
which implies fl~t ---- e, which contradicts that k is the length of ilk. 
It  is clear that, if d satisfies (**), then (*) is satisfied. Conversely, 
suppose d I ik, and d~; il for any l < k. Then k [ d so let d : ks. [Because 
if d ----- kq + l where 0 ~< l < k, then di : kiq + li implies d[ li with 
1 < k, which is a contradiction unless I ---- 0.] 
Suppose i : i~i~ with i~ the largest divisor of  i having s (/2, k) : 1. 
In order to show that/1 [ s, assume/1 "~ s. Since s I i [because d : ks [ ki], 
then (ij2)/s contains factors of  k; that is, (i/s, k) > 1. Let p be a prime 
such that p [ (i/s, k). Then p [ k, p ] (i/s) so that  s I (i/p) and sk [ (i/p) k = 
(i(k/p), which is a contradiction. Therefore/1 [ s. 
Now it has been established that d : ks : ki~j. Since s l i, we have 
s : il j I ili~ : i so that j I i~. This completes the proof  of  the lemma. 
Our next result says that there is a cycle of  length d induced by p in 
case d satisfies (*). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let p = ((e,..., e, ilk), as) where flk is a cycle of  length k in 
and ai a cycle of length i in ~,~. I f  d satisfies (*) (equivalently (**)) of 
Lemma 2.1, then p has a cycle of  length d. 
PROOF: Let i : ili 2 as in Lemma 2.1. Suppose d ~ k i l jw i th j j '  = is 
for somej ' .  
Consider the decomposit ion ofp  : ((e ..... e, ilk), ai) into cycles. Since a i 
is a cycle of  length i, we need only consider those places in (x 1 ..... xn) 
affected by ai; these are denoted by (Xl ..... xi). 
To say that an dement  (xl ..... xi) is in a cycle of length d is to say that 
it is invariant under pa ___ ((fl'l ..... fl~), ai a) but no p~ for 1 < d. Now, 
ai a has (d, i) = j i l  cycles of length j '  [because the length is the least 
number l such that i ]ld, and j '  is this number]. We consider one such 
cycle affecting places (x~ ,..., xi, ) using the same notation as above. 
I f  (xl ,..., x~,) is fixed, the values of its j '  members are determined by the 
value of  the first member. I f  fl~ = fl~, then x2 : tie'x1, etc. Moreover, 
the exponents of the fie in all the fl~ which correspond to the j '  places being 
s Equivalently,/1 consists of the primes of i which also appear in k, 
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considered must sum to a multiple of k in order that xj, be carried back 
onto x~ under the action of fit' 9 But the overall sum is just d ----- jixk and 
there are ji~ cycles (of length j ' )  so the sum in any one cycle is exactly k. 
The number of cycles of length i~k = ji~k for j ------ 1 is just k *~, there 
being i~ choices of determining first elements, as the above argument shows. 
For other j [/2, let N(j) be the number of cycles of length jil k. We then 
have the relation 
N(j) = k~i~ -- ~ N I 3 )  
\1-'/ 
obtained by subtracting away those cycles of lengths dividing ji~k which 
we have overcounted. 
By a standard argument for such relations, the growth of N may be 
bounded and, for k ~ l, N(j) show to be positive for each j, the desired 
result. For k ---- 1, the case has been dealt with in [7]. We omit the argu- 
ment, which is straightforward but tedious. 
Once the cycle lengths are known, it is a routine matter to compute 
their multiplicities as the following result shows. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let p ---- ((e ..... e, ilk), ai), where flk is a cycle of length k 
in ~3 and % a cycle of length i in an. The number of cycles of length jilk 
contributed by p is 9 
g~i~(jilk) -- jill-k t~,  kt/~l~ (Ji~xt k) 
where tz is the M~bius function, and D~ik = {t : t ]jilk, t 4 jill, l < k}. 
PROOF: In the proof of Lemma 2.2 we saw that, if (xl ..... xi) is in a 
cycle of length jilk, it is fixed under pJ, k which has fil cycles. Moreover, 
the values of xi~ are determined by that of xi I for each cycle. Since there 
are k possible values for x~l, there are k ~1 fixed points of pj~k. 
But in this process we have counted not only cycles of length j i lk ,  but 
those of length lilk, l ]j. We have 
lilkgJik(lil k) = kJq. 
By the Miibius inversion theorem, we have 
g~,~(jilk ) -~_ 1 ~ ktqi~(j/l)" 
jilk ~1~ 
g The notation g~k, Dj~k is meant to indicate that the expression g~ and the set Dj~ 
depend on the choice of j, i, k where j of course is constrained to divide is, which is 
determined by i, k. gj~ will later appear in an expression involving all three indices. 
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Now let t e D~.~k 9Then t = l i lk, 1l' = j. We have 
gj,k(jilk) = ~ ~ kZqk/klx(jilk/lilk) j ixk ~f j 
1 
- - ~  k~i~k/~lx(jilk/lilk) 
jillf, lilk, 
I 
- - ~  kt/klz(j i lk/t), 
j i l k  t~Djt k
as claimed. 
The previous lemma genralizes directly to the case in which fl has m/k 
cycle of length k. (Such permutations are called regular.) In this case, 
the result becomes 
1 
g~i~(jilk ) -- ~ mt/kl~(jilk/t). 
jillr tcD~tk 
We omit a proof of this result since it follows from Lemma 2.4, which 
deals with the case of an arbitrary permutation 3 in ~8. 
We turn now to the general case in which the cycle structure of 3 is 
arbitrary. Suppose 3 ~ ~3 has ki cycles of length for 1 ~< i ~< m. Let 
K = {j [ 1 ~< j ~< m, kj :7~ 0} and, for each S _C K, let (S} denote the least 
common multiple of the set of integers in S. If  i is fixed and S C K, write 
i = islis ~ where is 2 is the largest factor of i such that (is 2 , (S})  = 1. 
DEFINITION. Let S _C K where K depends on 3 as above. Define a 
function G recursively as follows: 
Gift), i') = (lk~)", 
G(S, i') = sk -- ~ G(T, i'). 
\s~S I TC S 
A straightforward induction verifies that 
G(S, r) = ~ (-1)t~-~ tk . 
rc_s 
We remark that G(S, i') is the number of i'-tuples of members of X, 
the object set of ~3, with elements in each cycle length of S. 
We can now compute the multiplicity of cycles of length d induced by 
(3, ~,). 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let (/3, (ri) ~ ~,~ @ ~3 where/3 has cycle structure (ka ..... kin) 
and a i is a cycle of  length i. Let K and G be as above. Then the number of  
cycles of length d, denotes by Gjd~)(d), is given by 
where 
Gji(k)(d) = ~ g~i(k)s(d), 
SCK 
(i) gJic~)s = 0 if d @ j is l (S ) with j I is 2 , 
(ii) i f  d = j i s l (S)  where j I is 2 , then 
g~i(k)s(jis~(S)) = jis~(S) ~ G(S, t / (S) ) I  ~ - -  
t~ D jt(te)S 
where 1~ D~i(k)s = {t : t ljis~(S), t.r fisJ, l < (S)}. 
PROOF: Let g:i(k)s(d) be the number of cycles of length d comprised of 
elements with all their cycle lengths from S. Then 
Z lis~(S) g~i(~)s(lis~(S)) -~ G(S, jisl) 
tlJ 
by the remark preceding the lemma. By M6bius inversion, 
g~it~)s(t(S)) -- t (S )  ~ G(S, d/(S))  l* 9 
deDjitk)s 
It is clear that the total multiplicity of d cycles is 
aji<~)(d) = ~ gji(k)s(d). 
SCK 
REMARK. Suppose fi is a regular permutat ion having talk cycles of 
length k. The formula given in the previous theorem reduces to the 
result claimed after Lemma 2.3. 
We now compute the function G in two examples. These examples 
illustrate the computations and the results will be used later to  simplify 
two proofs in Section 4. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let rn ~> 2 be even and suppose /3 has cycle structure 
x0 Again, as in footnote 9, the full indices are given to establish the connections 
between the quantities involved. It is interesting to note that D~(~)s actually does not 
depend on (k), but gains enough information from S. (k) constrains, but does not 
determine S just as i, k constrained j previously. 
58~14Is-e 
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(k) = (0, m]2, 0 ..... 0), i.e., m/2 transpositions. Then K = {2}, G({2}, i') 
mQ The only non-zero values of G are 
G~i(k)(2t) = -~ ~ ma/~t~ . 
al2t 
df~ 
The next example is slightly more involved. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let m ~> 1 be an odd integer. Suppose fl has one fixed 
point and (m -- 1)/2 transposition, i.e., the cycle structure is
(0  = (1, (m - 1)/2, o ..... o). 
We have K = {1, 2} and we next compute the g's. This yields: 
and 
g~m){1}(t) = ld~l t~(t/d ) -----ll0 i f t  =1 
otherwise, 
g~m){z)(2t) = la~t (m --1)a/2t~ ( 2--2~ ), 
dft 
gai(O{x.2)(2t) = ~-[ a~t (ma/2 -- (m -- 1) a/s -- 1)/1, . 
dft 
Using the lemma and combining, we have the final results: 
and 
Gji(O(1 ) = 1 
1 @ 
G~m)(2t) -= ~ ~. (rn ~I~ - -  I )p .  . 
al2t 
dtt 
For future application in the proof of Theorem 4.7, note that the 
function 
1 G'(2t) = -~-[ a~t (rnd/~ -- 3) tz ( 2-~-d ), 
df~ 
where 
3=t~ if m~0mod2 
if m ~ 1 mod 2 
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has the property that 
G'(2t) : t G~i(~)(2t) i f  m ~ 0 mud 2 
(Gji(z)(2t) i f  rn - -  1 mud 2 
where (k) = (0, m/2, 0 ..... O) and l = (1, (m - -  1)/2, 0 ..... 0). 
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3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
In order to derive our main formulas, we introduce an important  
combinator ia l  mult ipl ication of  polynomials.  
DEFINITION. Define a binary operat ion • on polynomials as follows. 
Given polynomials 
we have 
cj 
\(D 
where 
and 
(j) ~0=1 (k) q=l  
x = Z E % d(~, x 
(D (k) 
X --~ X Q) 
(p, q) denotes the least common multiple of  p and q. We shall write 
a • = a • ..- • a (k times) to distinguish it f rom a ~. 
The fol lowing lemma will prove useful. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let eitj) be a constant and pi(j) a polynomial for each i, (j). 
For each m >~ 1, 
m 
Z e,(o,, X = 
(c) j= l  j= l  j= l  (k) 
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where (c) = (cl) "'" (c,~) and each (ci) = (cii ..... c~m) where cij is summed 
independently f rom 1 to n. (k) = (kx ,..., kin) where each k~ is summed 
independently f rom 1 to n. 
PROOF: The argument is a straightforward induction on m and is 
omitted. 
We note the following remarks which will also be used later. 
The previous lemma is also valid when X m is replaced REMARK.  
by I-Ij51 9 
REMARK. As a special case of  the lemma, we obtain 
f i  qR ,m eic, X P~ = X ej~p~k 
(c) /=1 j~ l  j= l  k=l 
where (c) = (cl ,..., cm), each ci summed from 1 to n. 
We introduce cycle index polynomials at this time. 
DEFINITION. Let 15 be a permutation group of  order g and degree m 
acting on a set X. Let f~ ..... fm be m indeterminates and suppose that 
gh ..... ~. = g(j) is the number of  permutations in 15 having j~ cycles of  
length i for 1 ~< i ~< m. Define the cycle index polynomial of  15 as 
1 Jl " 
ze(A  ..... L )  = [, Z g,,,f; ' 
(J) 
where the sum is over all non-negative integer solutions u of  
• i j e= m. 
i=I 
Intuitively, the cycle index polynomial is just a generating function for 
the cycle structure of  15 acting on X. 
We shall also make extensive use of  the following lemma, due to 
Harary [3, 4], which relates the • operation to groups. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 9j be a permutation group acting on a set Y while ~3 
is a permutation group operating on Y. Define 
,a x ~ = {(~,,8) I o~%/~ ~} 
ix For brevity, we usually say "over all partitions of rn" since the conditions are 
trivially equivalent. 
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as the group which acts on X X Y by the rule 
(~, ~)(x, y) = (~(x), [~(y)). 
I f  Za (resp. Z~) is the cycle index of ~I (resp. fS), then 
z~• = za  x z~.  
The next piece of combinatorial information required to evaluate 
Z%|  is the size of the conjugate classes of ~,~ @ ~ as a function of the 
size of the conjugate classes of ~ and of ~. Toward this end, we recall 
(from Ore [9, pp. 20-21]) that the conjugate classes of ~,  @ ~ are 
determined by the cycle structure (j~ ,...,j~) of ~2 cr and Z~'=~Ji conjugate 
classes of ~3, one for each cycle of e. 
LEMMA 3.3. For each Is 1 <~ i <~ n; 1 <~ q <~j~, let ciq be a variable 
ranging over conjugate classes of ~3. Since members of a conjugate class 
have a common cycle structure, we denote by (ciq) the cycle structure of the 
class ciq . For a fixed (j) = (Jl ..... j~) and a fixed assignment of values to 
the ciq, the size of the conjugate class of ~ @ ~3 determined by these 
parameters i
n! b n 
where #Ciq is the size of the centralizer of c,q in ~. 
PROOF: We use the fact that ~,  @ ~3 is isomorphic to the complete 
monomial group of degree n. In Ore [9] it is proved that, i fp is an element 
of the monomial group, and 
where for a fixed i the 3/) ~) are normalized cycles of the same length ni 
and the same determinant class (conjugacy class in ~3) at ,  and if r~ is the 
order of the centralizer of a~ in ~3, then the order of the centralizer ofp is 
I-[ ki ! (niri) ~,. 
i 
For p ~ ~,~ @ ~3, p has Ji cycles of length i. These cycles divide according 
x~ In the symmetric group, two elements are conjugate if and only if they have the 
same cycle structure. 
~8 We adopt he convention that, whenj~ = 0, the product from q = 1 to q ~ 0 is 1. 
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to their determinant classes into c~ classes, the h-th of which has co, 
members. Then Ore's formula gives 
G~ 
f i  1-[ Ji! (i#eih) ~'h 
i=1 h=l  
as the size of the centralizer of p, where #Cih  is the sizer of the centralizer 
of the conjugacy class associated with i and h. Rewriting, we have 
f i  j~! ~ ~ (i#e~h). 
i=1 h=l q=l 
Now we may combine the products over h and q into a single product, 
over all those cycles of length i, of which there are Ji 
n Ji 
17 j,t 17 
i=1 q=l  
giving the desired result. 
We are ready to prove the main theorems. First we consider the special 
case in which ~B is regular, i.e., every element of ~ consists of cycles of 
the same length. We consider this special case only because it simplifies 
the notation and makes the argument more transparent. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
with cycle index 
Then 
Let ~ be a permutation group of regular permutations 
=bk=l 
n,b'l ) 9 n i=1 deD d I 
where the sum is over all partitions of n, D = Djik as in Lemma 2.3, and 
g(d) = gjik(d) as in the remark following Lemma 2.3. 
PgooF: Let p ~ ~ | ~ be a typical element of the group, (e ..... e, fl~), 
a0, a typical normalized cycle ofp. By Lemma 2.3, the contribution of this 
cycle to the cycle index is 
17 f~,k (a). 
d~Ditk 
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There are as many such cycles in p as cycles cri in (r, and there are ~=l J i  
such. We index them by 1 ~< i ~< n, 1 ~< q ~< j~, letting c~q be the conjugacy 
class associated with fl~ for a particular cycle. Then by Theorem 1.1(5) 
and Lemma 3.2 we may combine these by the cross operation. 
For a fixed assignment of values to each c~q, then, a normalized p in 
~n @ ~3 contributes to the cycle index 
Ji -"gJt~(ci ) (~). 
Fi ~ 
i,~1 q=l  deDjll~{eta ) 
we can now write down an expression for the cycle index polynomial: 
1 a', 
Z% | -- n! b" Z Z ~[(J), (c) ] ) (  X 1-[ fgd '~'~ 
(J) (el i= l  q=l  d~Dttkletq) 
where ~[(j), (c)] is the size of a conjugate class of an @ ~3. By Lemma 3.3, 
we have 
1 n!b  '~ ~,~ ~ 
- -  , /d  " 
9 I-Ii=l.h- H~I  (i#ciq) "f,~l q=l d~Djtl~(ot~l) 
By the second remark following Lemma 3.1, and the fact that k(cr = k, 
we have 
Zs . |  = nt b" ib X iq#(c) " 
(j) 4=1 q=l  d~O 
Writing Z~ as a sum over distinct conjugacy classes, b, -- [ c I = b/#(c) 
so that #(c) = b/bc. Thus we obtain 
1 
J ,  bo 
Z~.| -- n! b '~ X X 1 ib X Z (~) q=~ ~ biq a,oI] f~a (a)" 
All bc with the same cycle structure may be combined in the sum to yield 
finally 
1 VY  ib 5, 
1 n! b ~ (~ f~ca)~xJ,, 
-- n ! -~ ~ I-I~ffiljfl (ib)J, ~ bk I~ a 
which is the desired result. 
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We now indicate the form of the result when ~3 is arbitrary. The proof 
of this result is completely parallel to that of the previous result except 
that Lemma 2.4 is used instead of Lemma 2.3 and the notation is slightly 
more cumbersome. We omit the detailed proof. 
THEOREM 3.2. 
Then 
Let f8 be a permutation group with cycle index 
Z~n@fl3 -- n! b" ~(j) i~i=lJi.7~ " ' (ib) ji i=1 ~ b(k) deOH fG(d)/X" 
where the sum is over all partitions o f  n, D = D~(k)s, and G(d) = G~k)s(d) 
are given in Lemma 2.4. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO THE ENUMERATION OF POST FUNCTIONS 
We now consider applications of the main results which illustrate the 
natural manner in which this group occurs. If we consider the class of all 
functionsfmapping X" into Y and ~ acts on X, then ~,  @ ~3 is the least 
group acting on the domain which contains both permutations of the 
coordinates and ~3 ~. This ~,~ @ ~2 is the group studied by Pdlya [11] and 
Slepian [14] in their work on enumerating Boolean functions. See [7] for 
a proof of their results which is closely related to the present development. 
In [4], Haray defines a group operation called exponentiation which he 
claims to be the group operation used in constructing the symmetry group 
of Boolean functions, etc. This claim is incorrect and a detailed refutation 
of this point can be found in [6]. 
Before proceeding to our applications, we restate Polya's theorem in 
the form in which it will be needed. 
THEOREM 4.1 (P6lya). Let X be a set o f  s elements and Y a set o f  y 
elements. Suppose that (5 is a permutation group acting in X with cycle index 
Z~(f l  ..... fs), The number o f  equivalence classes o f  functions [under the 
relation f ~ g i f  fo~ = g for some o~ ~ 15] in yx  is Ze~(y ..... y). 
We briefly introduce Post functions. More details about the relations 
between these functions and Post algebras can be found in [12, 13], 
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DEFINITION. Let  Z~ = {0,..., m -- 1}. A Post function is any mapping 
from Z~ into Zm where Z~ = Z,~ • .-- • Z~,, (n times). 
We now define several groups acting on Post functions. These groups 
are chosen because they are "natural"  in several different senses. 
We allow ourselves to complement some of the variables o f  a Post 
function. The complement of  a variable is defined as fol lows: 
x --nx 
0 1 
m- -2  m- -1  
m- -1  0 
where -7 x denotes complementation. The following definition formalizes 
this intuitive idea and brings in the group structure. 
DEFINITION. Let ~m denote the cyclic group of order rn generated by 
the cycle (.0 ..... m --  1) and ~n denote the direct product of  n copies of 
9 , , .  ~,~ is defined as an operator group on Post functions in the following 
way. For any (91 .... , %) e ~ where ~0~ E ~,~ for j = 1 ..... n, and for any 
Post function f (x l  ,..., xn), define 
(~01 ..... cp,,)f(xl .... , x,o, ) =f(~lglX 1 . . . . .  ~l)nx~) 
for each (xl ,..., xn) e Z~.  
The same construction is also employed for the second kind of  com- 
plementation which is used in the study of Post algebras. This operation is 
written N and defined below on a single variable. 
x ,-~,x 
0 m- -1  
m- -1  0 
Again, we introduce the proper group. 
DEFINITION. Let ~,,~ denote a permutation group of order two defined 
on Z,~ whose non-identity map 8 has the property 
3:a -+m--  l - -a .  
58z]413-7 
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Define ~,~ to be the direct product of n copies of ~3m. ~)~ operates on 
Post functions by the following construction: 
(~1 ..... 8n) f (x l  ,..., xn) = f(~lXl  .... , ~nXn). 
Thus ~,~ corresponds to allowing all complementations of the variables 
x~ (i = 1 .... ,n) by -7 while ~ allows all possible complementations 
by ~.  
In a sense, the most natural group (cf. Mautner [8]) defined on Post 
functions is the symmetric group of degree n, ~ ,  operating on the 
variables. 
DEFINITION. We define the symmetric group as an operator group on 
Post functions f(x~ ,..., x~) by the rule 
af = f(x,,-!(1) ,.... x~,-~(~)) 
where a e ~n 9 We write ~(~ for this representation f ~.  of degree m% 
We now wish to consider the least groups which contain both per- 
mutations of the variables and both forms of complementations. 
NOTATION. Let ~ = ~,  @ Cm and 5,, ---- an O ~,~ 9 
We introduce one final group on Post functions, Following Strazdifis 
[15], consider a group consisting of permutations of the variables and any 
permutation of the values of any of the variables. Formally, the group 
will be the least group containing ~ and Sn = ~ • ... X ~,~ (n times). 
NOTATION. Let '* - -  ~ , .  - -  ~ Q ~, , .  
Now that all the groups have been introduced, it is only necessary to 
compute the cycle index of each group acting on Z~ n . 
First, we study ff~. The group ff~ is the direct product of n copies of 
Cm 9 It is well known (cf. P61ya [10]) that the cycle index of era is given by 
Ze" = 1 ~ q~(d) f~/a 
where ~(d) is the Euler ~p function, i.e., the number of integers not exceeding 
d and relatively prime to d. 
THEOREM 4.2. The cycle index of ~ is given by 
1 Zr = ~ ~ ~ tnlx(d/t) f~ ~/~. 
aim tla 
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PROOF: Since the structure of  the complementat ion group on the n 
variables is r • ... • r  it is sufficient to evaluate 
'* 1 
= alto 
but this is 
1 
m" x(d, ,Of2 
since the cross operation applied to the indeterminates along with the 
property of least common multiples that, if d[ m and t I m, then {d, t)  I m, 
gives simply the divisors of m as the cycle lengths. It still remains to 
determine what the coefficient x(d, n) is. It is clear that 
x(d, n) = m" 
aim 
since the sum of the cofficients must be the order of the group. By the 
M6bius formula 
x(d, n) ---- ~ tnl~(d/t). 
It is interesting to note that i fm = p, a prime, then the theorem reduces to 
1 
- -  f~ ), p=( f~.+(pn  11 : - '  
which is given in Harrison [7]. 
COROLLARY. The number of classes of Post functions under ~n is given by 
1 
m,i ~ ~ tniz(d/t)m "/a. 
aim tla 
Turning to ~,~, we note that there are two cases. We have 
1 r Zz,~ = ~ ( f~ + J2 - if m is even 
and 
1 
Zz" = _2(f~ q_f~f,~-l/2) i fm is odd. 
Again, the result for the direct product is derived by using the cross 
operation. 
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THEOREM 4.3. l f  m -~ 0 mod 2, then 
1 can 
~-- - -  l / J2  / "  Zz,~ ~ ( f l  q- (2" "~ f~./2~ 
PROOF: The argument is a straightforward induction on n and is 
omitted. 
The case in which m is odd is more interesting. 
THEOREM 4.4. l fm ---- 1 mod 2, then 
l~(nk)  f~"-~f,."-k(~k-1)/2 Z~,~ = --~'~ ~ 1 -, 2 
PROOF: Since the cycle index polynomials form a commutative ring 
under ordinary addition and the "cross" multiplication, the binomial 
theorem holds. Thus 
1 (~ +flf~ca_~)/2)• n 1 ~ (n] ~._~ (L fAd_l)/2)• k ~ ")ca' = 2" k'~__o \k] f l  X 
1 " f lf~k_l)/2 
1 , ,o,  , , , ,  
2'* J1 J 2 9 
k=O 
COROLLARY. 
~ is 
1 
2--- ~ (inca" q- (2" - -  1) m'~"/2), 
1 ~'~ [n~ m(ca,_~+~,)l~ 
~-~ k~ ~k] 
The number of equivalence classes of Post.functions under 
i fm = 0 mod 2, 
i fm~ lmod2.  
Note that the case m -----2 reduces to the proper result for Boolean 
algebras as it should (cf. [7]). 
Turning to an ,  we begin to use our main theorem. Suppose ~3 in 
Theorem 3.1 is the identity group 3,, of  degree m. We obtain the following 
result. 
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THEOREM 4.5. The cycle index of ~ '~ acting on Z,~ is 
Z~;m} = nT, {~) 1 1/=1.., 9 iJ' -= f~,(a) x,, 
where the sum is over  all part i t ions o f  n and 
g~(s) = 1 y, rnatx(s/d) for  s dividing i 
S al s 
and g~(s) ---- 0 otherwise. 
PROOF: The result follows instantly from noting that ~ = ~ | ~ 
where the equal i ty means  permutat iona l ly  equivalent.  14 
EXAMPLE: n = m = 3: 
Z~(~ a} = 1( (*e3~X36 ~.J 1 i -~ 3f1 a X (flafg~ 3) "Ju 2flafa s) 
= ~(f?7 fl_ 3flgf29 -F 2f~zf3a). 
The number  o f  classes is calculated for  a few small  values o f  m and n; 
this is shown in Tab le  I. I t  is interest ing to note that  there are always 
/n+rn--1 x 
mL m--1 ) 
transit iv ity classes consist ing of  just  one funct ion.  These are the symmetr ic  
Post  functions25 
TABLE I 
THE NUMBER OF CLASSES OF POST FUNCTIONS UNDER THE SYMMETRIC GROUP 
4 
27 
256 
12 
10,206 
2,148,007,936 
80 
1,271,126,683,458 
3,984 
14 Let 9~ and ~ be permutation groups on X and Y, respectively. 9.Iis permutationally 
equivalent to ~ if 9[ and ~ are isomorphic (under ~o) and there is a 1-1 correspondence 
h : X = Y such that hc~ = s0~h for each c~ ~ 9[. 
15 A Post function f i s  symmetric if ~f = f fo r  each ~r ~ ~.  
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We now turn our attention to computing the cycle index of ~ .  This 
is straightforward since ffi~ = ~, @ g., .  
THEOREM 4.6. The cycle index of (fi,~ is 
1 n 'm n /@_1 (~l~ m 
n! n ~ I-I7=1 J,! (mi) ~' 99(0 9 ( j )  I-I f~"* (a~) •dcDii , 
where the sum is over all partitions (j) of n, 9(0 is the Euler ~o function, 
gji~(d) and D~i~ are given in the remark follo wing Lemma 2.3. and Lemma 2.3 
respectively. 
PROOV: The result follows from knowing the cycle index of ~m and 
Theorem 3.1. 
EXAMPLE. m = 3, n = 2: 
1 
2 .3  = ((Aa + 2f3)x= + 3(Ay=3 + 2f3f6)) 
1 
= 1~ (A9 + 8f33 + 3flY~3 + 6A f6). 
The number of classes is computed for a few values of m and n in 
Table II. 
TABLE II 
THE NUMBER OF CLASSES OF POST FUNCTIONS UNDER {~n 
1 
3 
11 
70 
6 
1,230 
134,355,076 
22 
47,093,135,946 
402 
The results presented in Table II agree with those obtained by 
Strazdifis [15]. 
Turning to ~,~n, we use the fact that &,~ = ~,~ @ ~,~. We have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 4.7. The cycle index of ~o~ is given by 
1 n ,2n  0 
9 - '/=1 d[2i / d'l'i 
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where 3 ~ {0, 1} and m ----- 3 rood 2. The sum is over all partitions (j) of n. 
gi(d) is defined in Theorem 4.5 and 
1 ~ d2  G'(2t) = ~ a~ (m / - -  3) 1~(2t/d). 
t/tt 
PROOF: The result follows from knowing the cycle index of ~, . ,  
examples 1 and 2 following Lemma 2.4, and Theorem 3.2. 
The results of some computations are presented in Table III. 
TABLE III 
THE NUMBER OF EQUIVALENCE CLASSES OF POST FUNCTIONS UNDER 2~nm 
3 
18 
136 
6 
2,862 
537,157,696 
22 
158,942,078,604 
402 
We now illustrate the use of Theorem 3.2 by giving a formula for the 
number of classes of functions under R,~. The result follows from 
Theorem 3.2 since R~ = ~.  @ ~ .... 
THEOREM 4.8. The cycle index of R~ is given by 
1 nl(m!) ~ ~((~) m] ~1" 
n! (m!) n ~. I-[,=z.h'n " . (m'. i) ~' ,=1 1-I~=1 kr! r ~r a~ ]-[ J fca(aa /x~' 
where the first summation is over all partitions (j) of n while the second 
sum is over all partitions (k) of re. D = Dj.kls and G(d) = Gj.~)s(d) are 
defined in Lemma 2.4. 
EXAMPLE. m = 3, n = 2: 
7-~((A 3 + 3f~r + 2./'3) x2 + 6(Azf28 + 3f~A 2 -~ 2f.fe)) 
= v~2(f~ 9 + 12f?f~" + 8fs 3 + 9f~A' + 24fsf0 + 18faA~). 
Table IV gives the number of classes under this group. 
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TABLE IV 
THE NUMBER OF CLASSES OF POST FUNCTIONS UNDER ~t~n *~ 
m~' 
3 
I0 
35 
6 
438 
3,962,646 
22 
5,893,028,544 
402 
These results agree with those of  Strazdifis [16]. 
We mention in conclusion that all the groups studied permuted the 
domain of  the Post functions. Thus each group is a subgroup of ~m, 
acting on Zm,. Writing the cycle index of ~,~, out, replacing each 
indeterminate by m, we obtain the number of  classes of  functions under 
~,~ by P61ya's theorem. By a straightforward and elementary argument 
of  Carlitz [1] (also cf. Cavior [2]) for computing the number of  classes, 
we have the following interesting identity 
: 1 ~ mS! m k=~i = m- -1  
(mS)! " I-I,~'~ J' l  ih J '  - -  1 
where the sum is over all partitions (j) of  m". This identity appears to be 
new. 
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